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Abstract: IoT along with big data capabilities is useful in fall detection, medical fridges, sportsman care, patient surveillance, chronic disease management, sleep control and monitoring, etc. Every year a large number of patients are identified with diabetes or cardiac disorders. There is a greater need to handle many patients with the existing medical staff and doctors like cardiologists and diabetologists. This chapter aims at establishing the logical conceptualization and linkages of IoT enabled system linkages with wearable, big-data platforms and cloud-based m-health delivery. The study subsequently aims at qualitatively and quantitatively validating and putting forth a feasible nuanced understanding framework linking the major contemporary technology triads/automated care delivery process platform in the healthcare context with prime focus on patient health monitoring and care-delivery.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the era of Industry 4.0, every industry is using ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT) for managing and controlling routine operations. The primary purpose behind IoT is empowering objects for connection at any time, anywhere with anything. With these properties of IoT, it is possible to provide new service offering with improvement in the process of existing services. As a sustainable development area in every country, the healthcare sector is also not left behind to use IoT. IoT enhances business intelligence at a hospital and serves the patient in the best way by making patient’s vital data available for the physician as well as patients. With the sensors, IoT transmits vital patient-care signs and data of a patient to a remote server, where data is stored, analyzed, and essential patterned information is retrieved from the data. It is essential to monitor ongoing activities and analyze real-time data for providing preventive healthcare services. Health data generated from the sensors of IoT-wearables and networked devices are generally voluminous, showcasing variety and high velocity. These large volume, heterogeneous and complex raw data cannot be managed or analysed with traditional data management tools, especially traditional software and hardware platforms; necessitating induction of processing platforms with higher data crunching and analysis capabilities. The origin of the complexity of healthcare IoT-wearable generated data lies in its variety, high frequency and volume.

With capability to analyse heterogeneous, autonomous, complex and evolving data, Big-data platforms and its ancillary network process structures finds suitability and effective alignment. With the increase in number of patients afflicted by lifestyle disorders and non-communicable diseases increasing across the globe exponentially; monitoring, analysis and controlling of patients through preventive remedial measures using technology enabled platforms on the move, supported by mobile and cloud platform enabled services has become critical. The storage of such large volume data on physical platforms possess operational challenges in terms of storage, access, linkages and retrieval. Cloud-based service platforms offer important peep through as an apt solution towards this operational issue and offers good scope of providing ubiquitous access and connectivity towards personalized care service proposition and its associated service delivery on the go.

IoT, along with big data capabilities, is useful in fall detection, medical fridges, sportsman care, patient surveillance, chronic disease management, sleep control and monitoring, etc. (Alansari, 2018). On the other hand, digital wearable technologies are also useful for exercise monitoring, heart rate monitoring, female health monitoring, body temperature, blood pressure, sleep cycle monitoring and control, calorie burn (Lee and Ouyang, 2014) as well as monitoring of blood sugar level (Deshkar et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018). This chapter tries to highlight and understand the managerial problem linked to assurance of personalized care service delivery and aims at explaining and establishing the logical linkages between how big-data capabilities and IoT enabled cloud-platform helps in achieving superior patient care monitoring. The study puts forth the overarching goal to not only provide a nuanced understanding of how the technology enabled platforms can be synced to offer a superior care-service monitoring regime for the patients, but also extends the propositions and through stepwise scale development technique involving a detailed literature review and expert-driven Q-sort analysis, goes forward towards proposing an operational suggestion of scale-items for the research body of knowledge for understanding and capturing the level of progress for the healthcare setup; no matter how nascent or how lower extent of IoT adoption or Big-data platform implementation.

II. MANAGERIAL BUSINESS PROBLEM

India is becoming a hub for lifestyle disorders. Every year many patients are identified with diabetes or cardiac complications. There is a greater need to handle many patients with the existing medical staff and doctors like cardiologists and diabetologists.
Existing growth rate of healthcare sector in the coming decades will definitely fall short in fulfilling the healthcare needs of an ever-growing set of aware patients under epidemiological pressure especially in the backdrop of poor healthcare infrastructure (service divide between rural and urban areas in terms of types of equipment, facilities and healthcare workforce) and limited healthcare workforce. The constant search and quest for advanced and effective preventive care and forecasting ability has been haunting the healthcare community and its stakeholders since the advent and introduction of technology processes in the healthcare service delivery field. The major challenge for the sector lies in syncing the technology processes and platforms to enhance and put in place suitable analytics driven forecasting ability and data-crunching process platform; enabling synchronous patient health monitoring, data-driven anomaly detection, disease forecasting and most importantly remedial prescribing. This problem statement and logical understanding finds more pertinent utility, especially in the context of mobile cloud platform enabled practices which adds to the ability of the care service providers (physicians, nurses, hospitals) to stay a step ahead of the outcome and predict and prevent on the go.

III. RESEARCH QUESTION

In this backdrop the major questions and topics of research that surface are:

- How IoT driven wearables are helpful for obtaining data for big data analytics?
- How Big data implementation and IoT driven wearables impacts cloud-based mHealth?
- How cloud-based mHealth enhances the level of patient monitoring?

The backdrop of the business problem embezzled with the relevantly linked three research questions leads towards formulation of the key objectives of this research probing. The three key research questions translates into three consequent and more impactful budding of three research objectives which forms the skeletal framework of this chapter.

The translated Research Objectives give direction to this present study. The key objectives of this study are:

- To study the impact of IoT driven wearables on patient health monitoring.
- To understand the impact of big data implementation and IoT wearables on cloud-based mHealth for analysing patients’ data.
- To understand the impact of cloud-based mHealth implementation on patients’ health monitoring

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW

The study systematically highlights and elaborates the extant literature evidences and practitioner literature on Big-data platform implementation, mHealth outcomes IoT-wearables in the context of healthcare sector with predominant emphasis towards patient outcome driven solution implementations.

Big data platform implementation

With the big data platform implementation, it is possible to study heterogeneous, autonomous, continuous and evolving data (HACE). Data generated from the sensors will be big data and will follow HACE. On the other side, big data can handle large volume, variety, the velocity of data and veracity can be obtained. Big data platform implementation is an extent to which healthcare providers are using big data for warehousing and analysing patients’ data.

Big data analytics in the healthcare context is a promising field for providing insights and information from a large dataset. On the other hand, it is helpful in cost reduction also. It is useful in areas of public health, evidence-based medicine, remote monitoring and patient profile analytics. For optimal usage in the healthcare industry, it must overcome the challenges like availability, continuity, ease of use, scalability, ability to manipulate at different levels of granularity, privacy and security enablement, and quality assurance (Raghupathi and Raghupathi, 2014).

Dimiter (2016) gave an operational architecture for implementing IoT based big data analytics in the context of healthcare, pharma and medical devices. Sensor-based IoT devices are an enabler of other medical services like telehealth and telemedicine. With m-IoT and big data implementation, a new category in the healthcare sector will emerge, with the skills and ability to interpret and understand health and wellbeing data which will help patients in their overall health improvement.

Sensor-driven IoT wearables

Wearable IoT devices have sensors installed in it, and with the sensors, real-time data of vital signs are generated. This generated data help predict the nature of the disease and decides the quality of treatment also. Evidence-based medicines work great with IoT and big data, where medication is prescribed based on the effect of the previous drug on the body. These effects can be analysed using big data analytics generated by the sensor.

Using wearable IoT devices in healthcare improves the quality of life and economic prosperity to medical expert as well as patients. As with the enhanced personal care sensor-based instruments, the patient can always be in contact with the physician. Simultaneously physician can also handle more patients, and scalability for a physician can be generated, which helps in increased quality of care and reducing the medical cost for patient and physician (Alansari et al., 2018).

Cloud-based mHealth

Could based mHealth platforms provide resources for data storage and data analytics for a large number of patients. With the login credentials, the patient can observe their health-related data on smart-phones and personal computers. A physician can have access to data of all the patients who are under consultation. With the chat window, the patient can always be in the contact of a physician. mHealth apps provide a platform for interaction between patient and physician in a routine as well as a critical situation.

Patient health monitoring

With sensors where, all vital data can be captured, and big data analytics where all captured data can be analysed, together can help inpatient health monitoring. With the help of various supervised and unsupervised learning and evolving algorithms, it is possible to find a deficiency in health. With predictive algorithms, a physician can take care of a patient with preventive healthcare measures.
Big data platform, Sensor has driven IoT wearable and Cloud-based mHealth together complete the automated-system triad of the big-data IoT interface platform, which is very important for planning and organising workflows and activities enabling data storage.

The data linked to IoT devices and back end Big-data platforms are correctly stored in data stores, which will help in the retrieval of information and in enforcing security. Healthcare analytics demands immediate retrieval of information. The main objective of the triadic Big-IoT automated systems remains to provide for quick and efficient recovery of information. For example, in the electronic medical record (EMR). The doctors can access the data from their office computer or handheld mobile devices on the go even while remotely positioned from patients. So, whenever the patient comes, they can always be ready, and the readiness of care delivery becomes near real-time. The second objective of the automated triads is ‘immediate storage of information’. In a manual system, lots of problems are encountered in trying to store a large amount of information.

Big Data Technique-enabled triadic systems extend the benefits to both care-recipients and care-givers through the mediation of integrated systems and big database; thereby saving in many ways, such as Infrastructure-linked aspects and focused cloud readiness. The elements of big-data advantages are Low Cost of Entry & Scalability, Open Source, Commodity Hardware, UCI Hadoop Ecosystem, Yahoo Hadoop Ecosystem, etc.

Construct definition based on Literature review

Sensor Driven IoT wearables Adoption

- The extent to which hospitals use sensor driven IoT wearables for ensuring real-time connectivity, increasing mobility, connecting patient diagnostics/reporting and patient monitoring on the go.

Big-data Platform Implementation

- The extent to which hospitals use Big-data platform for storage of high velocity large volume medical records, converting past medical records into electronic records, automation of business processes and real time information sharing and analysis.

Cloud-based mhealth practices

- The extent to which our hospital uses cloud based platform for storage and retrieval of information generated through analytics, keeping all related data together avoiding data redundancy and connecting and sharing important data with stakeholders.

Patient Health Monitoring

- The extent to which physicians of our hospital can monitor vital patient symptoms, adjust dosage and drug delivery, predicts physiological process-oriented anomalies for patients and suggest remedial measures to patients seamlessly through remote interaction.

Supportive Theoretical base supporting the study Conceptualization

Temporal Displacement of Care

Institutions can make value in process by acquiring and examining continuous information of the procedure. Like other industry IT alongside the analytics makes an incentive for human services industry. With presentation of innovation in medicinal services (for example wearable devices and big-data) continuous information of patients can be gotten which can be examined. This replaces the interaction time where specialists and patients connect and related deferrals in giving medicinal services can be controlled which alluded as “Temporal Displacement of Care”. With the assistance of temporal displacement, better medicinal services results can be acquired with diminished cost (Thompson et al., 2019). An organization can make an incentive from the dissecting information progressively as action makes place (Lee and Tang, 1997). Care service providers treating lifestyle sickness like diabetes, Chronic Kidney Diseases, Hypertension and other related heart issues can benefit and find parallel from this hypothetical point of view.

Research Gaps

Based on the extant literature evidences and linkages, certain focus areas of research interest and utility emerge which commands attention and offers potential scope for substantial contribution to the basic body of knowledge linking IoT-wearables, Big-data Platforms and mHealth. Using of IoT devices for customer entertainment and exercise tracking has become quite common these days. However, the implication of the same and the predicted forecasting and remedial prescriptions remains largely unaddressed and limited in healthcare context, and are overtly considered as uncharted area of research. On the other end, despite enhanced and prominent smartphone penetration world-wide, and though mHealth apps and platforms flood mobile-tech domain largely, linkages on the utility and preventive care delivery front in terms of patient care monitoring remains an important new area of development.

Wearable technologies, IoT devices and big data analytics have been studied in details in technical terms, however in the solution oriented specific application enabled linkages and their operationalizations in the real-time sectoral contexts remains largely wanted, let alone in the healthcare sector. Logically and with literature support technological basis behind the technology platforms have been thoroughly established and thus it can be proclaimed that the platforms in isolation or in sync are competent and capable to serve in simulation contexts, however their actual outcome driven solution offering aspect in healthcare domain offers large scope of conceptual and qualitative proclamation and subsequently converting the propositions into testable hypothetical linkages to be established through large-scale empirical studies on the adoption and perceived usefulness of the technology processes and platforms in isolation and in sync in the real business context.

For personalised healthcare service delivery, liberal studies and case-driven empirical explorations exist, however studies linking IoT technology and Big-Data enabled mHealth adoption remains largely lacking. There are very few studies related to
lifestyle disorders and that too involving technical aspects or monitoring patient health in the care-delivery context. To express in a nutshell a proper measurement tool or a survey based apt item-scale i.e. perceptual measure instrument remains the need of the day to create the fundamental basis and thus establish the data-driven empirical study which will offer the first of its series of studies and thus may offer the stepping stones towards next higher order integration studies for enhanced linkage understandings. There is a need to develop the managerial character for the adoption of technology for managing lifestyle disorders.

The experts were having the job roles and profiles of patient success manager and physician success managers who had the sole objectives of enriching the experience and engagement for patient and physicians. After providing a description of all constructs and items in brief, the moderator allowed academicians and practitioners to include the item into the category of one or the other category including one group called N/A called not applicable, for omitted items.

Based upon the values of Cohen’s kappa (Koch, 1960) and hit ratio (Moore and Benbasat, 1991) results were evaluated. Inter judge agreement score was also checked to measure inter judge reliability and construct reliability. After three rounds of sorting the items, hit ratio, raw agreement score, and Cohen’s kappa was found to be above 0.85. So, after three rounds, the process stopped as inter judge reliability more than 0.8 indicates the perfect agreement between judges and reliable measurement can be obtained.

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

With literature review proposed items were selected and inter judge reliability and validity was checked. After performing three rounds hit ratio, raw agreement score and Cohen’s kappa were found to be above 0.90. As the values greater than 0.90 shows perfect agreement between judges, the measurement can be reliable one. After the final round, 4 items for each of the constructs were retained, which claims that, measurement scales are accurate and reliable to measure the underlined abstract phenomenon.

Table 1- Result of Scale development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indices</th>
<th>Round 1</th>
<th>Round 2</th>
<th>Round 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hit Ratio (Placement)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Agreement Score</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen’s Kappa</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measurement Scales

Sensor Driven IoT wearables Adoption

Our hospital has been using sensor driven IoT wearables:
- For ensuring real-time connectivity
- For increasing mobility
- For connecting patient diagnostics/reporting
- For patient monitoring on the go.

Big-data Platform Implementation

Our hospital using Big-data platform
- For storage of high velocity large volume medical records of patient
- For converting past medical records into electronic records
- For automation of business process
- For real time information sharing and analyzing

Cloud-based mhealth practices

Our hospital is using cloud
- For storage and retrieval of information generated through analytics
- For keeping all related data together
- For avoiding data redundancy
- For connecting and sharing important data with stakeholders
Patient Health Monitoring

The physicians of our hospital:
- Monitor vital patient symptoms remotely
- Adjust dosage and drug delivery seamlessly through online interactions
- Warns/forecasts/predicts physical/physiological process-oriented anomalies for patients
- Suggest remedial measures to patients based on symptoms analyzed through IoT wearable data-signals

Proposition Development

Linking Sensor Driven IoT wearables to Big Data Platform Implementation

IoT sensor-generated big data cannot be handled solely by cloud-based architecture despite its benefits, as data needs to be processed by efficient computing platforms and scalable algorithms are required to process massive data and to identify patterns from data. With the help of Hadoop distributed file systems (HDFS) and MapReduce based operations data can be easily understood and analysed with pattern finding (Manogaran et al., 2017). Sensors on the wearable IoT device generates a massive amount of health-related physiological data (Vuppalapati et al., 2016). There is a challenge in integration and real-time presentation of these health-related physiological data, as velocity and volume are high, and not every platform can handle. However, due to its characteristics and capability, big data can not only manage but analyse these massive data. Big data analyses physiological data of a patient in real-time and enables scope for supervised learning for cardiac disorders (Dai et al., 2015). Patient data are extensive in volume with high velocity as sensor senses physiological measures every second and sends data to big data platform. Data provided by sensors of IoT devices are massive and follows the HACE theorem. With its capability to handle heterogeneous, autonomous, continuous and evolving (HACE) data, big data plays a crucial role in handling and analysing health-related data.

Proposition 1: Level of sensor-driven IoT wearables adoption enhances level of big data platform implementation.

Linking Sensor Driven IoT wearables to cloud-based mHealth

Cloud architecture provides a holistic approach for EHR as well as sensor system. Cloud-based architecture is essential for enhancing scalability for storage and warehousing of data obtained from IoT sensors (Vuppalapati et al., 2016). Cloud provides essential resources for deploying interfaces which enables communication with the sensors (Doukas and Maglogiannis, 2012). With enabling communication with autonomy between sensors, cloud-based mHealth platforms also provide space for storage of data and facilitate information retrieval. With login credentials, patients and physician accesses data and information stored on cloud-based mHealth platform. For example, data collected from sensors of wearable IoT devices are directly transmitted to the cloud where it is stored and retrieved by patient and physician when it is needed (Yang et al., 2016).

Proposition 2: Level of sensor-driven IoT wearables adoption enhances the cloud-based mHealth

Linking Big Data Platform implementation to Cloud-based mHealth

Big data platform analyses patient’s data in real-time using tools like Scala, Hadoop, Hive, Pig etc. It is crucial to store data to decide treatment based on data analysed from big data platform. With proper storage of data, the doctor can learn about the family history of the patient; also, integration between stakeholders can be achieved. Cloud-based mHealth acts as a repository for cleaned and analysed data (Yang et al., 2016). Use of IoT enabled big data analytics in healthcare helps patient in information seeking including nature of the disease and doctor identification before consultation with doctors generates reassurance and ameliorate patient confusion due to information overload. Patient interest in their own health also increases (Iversion, 2008).

Proposition 3: Level of big-data platform implementation enhances the level of cloud-based mHealth.

Linking Cloud-based mHealth to Patient Health Monitoring

With the new economic model, cloud computing has changed the face of healthcare IT (Kuo, 2011). Data storage on the cloud-based platform is easily retrieved and accessed by a patient as well as physicians via login credentials for health monitoring. A patient can observe their own health via a cloud platform on mobile or personal computer enhances their private participation in maintaining health (Iversion, 2008). On the other hand, the doctor can also monitor vital signs of patients through remote monitoring. The physician can mentor patients without physical contact from a remote location (Peruman and Manohar, 2017). This monitoring improves the quality of care and decreases the cost for healthcare services (Bin et al., 2010). A physician can monitor the daily systolic and diastolic blood pressure with deviations to the previous days and can predict future disorder situation, based on past observations (Lan et al., 2012).

Proposition 4: Level of cloud-based mHealth implementation enhances the level of patient health monitoring.

Model explained with hypothetical example

A person purchasing wearable IoT device for entertainment, fitness and exercise tracking and health monitoring. As IoT wearable devices have immense capability to measure important vital signs of body like heart rate, blood pressure, temperature, sleep tracking etc with the sensors. On the other hand, device is also useful for exercise tracking like, swimming, jogging, steps climbing etc.

Wearable IoT devices tracks and collects all vital signs in near real-time. As sensors tracks different heterogeneous data continuously, a large volume and high variety data is sent to the big-data platform as well as to the cloud based mHealth platform.

Big data platform used mix of supervised and unsupervised learning for generation of insights. From the observed heart rate and blood pressure report with advanced sensor
based technology, ECG (electrocardiogram) of a patient can be generated as well as analyzed. With the big-data platform any deviations from normal heart rate, blood pressure and electrocardiogram can be measured accurately. The significant deviation from the normal is accurately analyzed and patient gets notification on mHealth platform about fall detection in case of emergency.

Sensors of the wearable sensors also captures sleep pattern, sleep cycle and body temperature data. Patient can monitor sleep pattern with accuracy. With help of unsupervised learning algorithms big-data platform analyzes acute disease.

Analyzed data by big-data platform as well as raw data from sensors is stored by mHealth cloud services. Patient as well as physicians can log in by their log-im credentials into mHealth services and analyze own health related data on dashboard. Physician can see the common dashboard for all patients. On the other end, dash-board can be customized as per patient - physician requirements.

Big-data platform gives an indication to cloud based mHealth platform in case of critical condition. The indication is given in case if future threats also. Patient as well as physician both have access to the alerts. These alerts displace the time with care, as interaction time between doctor and patient is displaced. Patients do not have to physically go to the physician, however, the physician is able to provide healthcare services from a remote location which increases patient satisfaction as well as ameliorate patients’ confusion due to information overload.

VII. IMPLICATIONS

The theoretical study has an interesting implications. Although the does not empirically claims about adoption and usage of IoT enabled wearable devices for patient monitoring purpose, however, study gives enough evidence from the theory, that using IoT enabled wearable devices will ameliorate patient confusion and increase patient satisfaction, as patient feels that the doctor is there. With real-time physiological data observation, patient proactively participates in healthcare services and cooperate with the physician.

In case of critical as well as routine situation, patient as well as physician both can get the notification with the help of big data platform and cloud based mHealth, and physician can remotely monitor the patient, physician can attempt more patients with economies of scale, and overall cost for healthcare decreases. Private players along with IT companies should take this initiative to develop some supervised and unsupervised healthcare data algorithms for providing better and cost effective healthcare services.

The major contribution of this study is to build theory with identification of the constructs, by which the theoretical model can work. The study is useful for hospital administrator, Private doctors, policy makers and social entrepreneurs. As study affects large group of society which is seeking for good healthcare services at low cost, the study is useful for government policy makers also, in order to form a policy with subsidized rates for wearable devices and most importantly aimed at logical connection and antecedent consequence sync between technology platforms and patient monitoring outcomes.

VIII. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

The study developed and puts forth scales and conceptualization based on literature and case based evidence stage. Actual adoption and use of IoT enabled wearable devices, big-data platform implementation and cloud based mHealth implementation for patient health monitoring remains yet to be measured empirically based on large-scale data. However, with theory development and literature review enough evidences are provided for the futuristic healthcare sector. The propositions remain to be converted into workable and testable hypotheses for large scale empirical validation of the proposed theory by using elaborate exploratory factor analysis (EFA), followed by confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural equation modelling (SEM), highlighting the path linkages to establish the relationship between wearable devices, big-data platform implementation and patient health monitoring.

IX. CONCLUSION

The study describes theoretical understanding between sensor driven IoT wearables, big-data platform implementation, cloud based mHealth and its impact on patient health monitoring. Q sort method was also used to develop the measurement scales for the operationalisation of the constructs. With the help of literature theoretical linkage between IoT wearables, big-data platform, cloud based mHealth and its impact on patient health monitoring has been established. The study addresses the theoretical understanding with making a foundation for future empirical study via measurement scale development for construct operationalization.
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